
The REIMAROM® Aromy and Aromy Crystal are small and compact appliances. Both are specially developed 
and designed for usage in smaller rooms such as medical practices, wellness & spa areas or waiting rooms. 
The small size of the Aromy allows a very flexible use “on click”.

The Aromy body is made of stainless steel and the upper and lower finish of high quality elements of wood 
contrastingly to the Aromy Chrystal which is made of satined, transparent acryl. 

The technique works with the principle of cold evaporation. It guarantees a steady and decent fragrance output 
during operation. With the function of cold evaporation we use the most reliable and effective way to spread the during operation. With the function of cold evaporation we use the most reliable and effective way to spread the 
fragrance pure because no resistant and temporary particles can obtain the respiration. Both also convince with 
its almost soundless operation and easy handling. The scent change can be realized quick and easy. Even if a 
scent is opened one time the scent bottle can be closed and re-opened as often as you want.  

REIMA® Aromy & Aromy Crystal:

- economical usage 
- easy adjustment of fragrance intensity and fan speed
- quick and easy scent change (re-lock)
- no mounting necessary
- huge choice of fragrance

Designs:Designs:

REIMA® Aromy:
metallic
Material: stainless steel, upper and lower part of handmade wood

REIMA® Aromy Crystal:
white, transparent 
Material: satined acryl

Room-size:Room-size:

up to 35 m² or 100 m³ (3m ceiling)

Technical data:

12 V Adapter on 230 V

Measurements:

height: 150 mm, diameter: 120 mm
weight Aromy: 1,05 Kg
weight Aromy Crystal: 0,60 Kgweight Aromy Crystal: 0,60 Kg

Aromy & Aromy Crystal
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